7700 and 8800 Series

VIRTUAL
SCANSTATION FOR
FICHE AND FILM

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY.
MINIMUM EFFORT.

Complete QA. Minimum Effort.
By separating the capture function from the quality assurance (QA) routine, Virtual Scanstation optimizes
the creation of digital images from microform. Flexible enough to integrate with existing workflows, Virtual
Scanstation provides a powerful toolkit that allows every image scanned from microform to be checked
and adjusted before creating the final saved image and without impacting the capture throughput. This
scalable solution enables the speed of the scanner to be maximized at all times, while the throughput of
the QA process is adjusted quickly and easily according to demand.

The easier, simpler,
better way to scan

VIRTUAL SCANSTATION for the 7700 Microfiche and 8800 Microfilm Series

WWL
Production
Microfilm or
Microfiche
Scanner

Ever been asked to improve an
image from a microfiche or roll of
film that has already been scanned?
Ever had to check that every image

Microform
Archive

Original microform data source

Capture
Uninterrupted capture and
digitization of microform image data

has been saved correctly from the
original source? Ever wanted to
improve the productivity of your

Store
Complete image of microform stored in a digital archive ready for
further processing and frame extraction

Digital
Microform Archive

rollfilm or microfiche scanner?

Designed exclusively for use
with the Wicks and Wilson
range of production microfilm

QA
All QA tasks (frame placement, addition of missed frames,
image quality, file settings) carried out on data stored in
and retrieved from Digital Microform Archive. Multiple QA
workstations may be added to increase throughput.

and microfiche scanners, Virtual

Virtual Scanstation

QA

Station 1

QA

Station 2

QA

Station 3

QA

Station 4

Scanstation is an offline QA
software tool that enables you
to do the above and more.

Output
Final image output from QA workflow available for subsequent
processing: OCR, indexing, forms processing, etc.

Digital file output

(TIFF, JPEG, JPEG 2000, BMP,
PDF, and others)
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The flexibility of the system means that Virtual Scanstation can also be used to facilitate re-scans of images
identified by other processes as requiring additional steps without having to access the original source.
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